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This checklist should be provided to all doctors, psychologists, 
psychiatrists, Law Enforcement officers, EMS personnel, nurses, 
hospital staff, technicians, administrators, all medical staff in 
Emergency Rooms in hospitals.

In conjunction with this check-list, a badge of Citizens Rescuing 
Citizens from Surveillance & “National Security” State Abuse 
should be presented. 

This is because Defense, Security, and Intelligence agents flash badges, 
court-orders, and warnings to doctors and psychiatrists, stating the reporting 
victim is under a “National Security” protocol and demanding the 
withholding of all services and help to the reporting victim, also stating that 
the reporting victim is “mentally unstable” and is under surveillance; all this, 
while using, abusing, exploiting, and enslaving the reporting victim in 
terminal, torturous, persecutory and inhumane experimentation involving 
covert RFID implants, EMF/Neurotech Assault, DEW Testing, DEW 
Operator Training Psychological Warfare, Blacklisting, Character 
Assassination, Organized Stalking, Community Persecution and Life and
Career Sabotage. 

Extreme Human Rights Violations Ongoing Must Be Stopped

Women and men and children are being raped, burned, and mutilated with these 
EMF/Neuro weapons. Pulsed microwaves are being shot at people's faces, throats, 
heads, lungs. Pulsed microwaves are being shot into people's genitals. Organs are being 
destroyed, Knees are being destroyed, Heart attacks are being induced. Respiratory 
infections are being induced. Invasive and degrading sounds, smells, sensations, images,
dreams, emotions are being injected into their brains. Additionally, they are being 
stalked, Psy Opped, and assaulted verbally in public. Then they are named “Mentally 
Unstable” by Mil/Intel so they can be isolated and guinea-pigged for life.
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In Case of EMF/Neurotech Crime Reports by Reporting Victims of Covert Tracking 
Implants, Microwave/Directed-Energy-Weapons Assault, Invasive Brain 
Technology Assault, Anti-Personnel Electromagnetic Technology Assault, 
Organized Stalking & Harassive Community Surveillance

1) Call on Radiology: Send reporting victim of EMF/Neurotech Crime to 
Radiology for thorough and complete scanning to detect the presence of RFID 
chips or other kinds of emitting/receiving micro/nanotech all over body, 
particularly in upper arm, brain, spine, teeth/jaw, and cochlear implants in ear. 
Obtain FCC license markers from FCC RF registration tables for all radio 
frequencies detected.

2) Record burns and scars: Examine and record all scars, breaks, scabs, burn 
marks on victim's body, and record with detail any narrated incident related to 
each.

3) Scan with Spectrum Analyzers, Acoustic and EMF Detectors: Isolate and 
observe if pulsed or other radiation directed on the reporting victim of 
EMF/Neurotech Crime can be detected in a ward which is kept as secluded from 
WiFi and EMF radiation as possible, using Spectrum Analyzers, EMF Detectors, 
Acoustic Detectors, and other means of radiation detection which radiologists and
radio/electrical engineers can advise on.

4) Document the Report of Assault: Record and document in detail the entire 
narrative of covert-implant assault and radiation-technology assault the reporting 
victim offers. 

5) Open 24-Hour Radiation Assault Watch: Put the reporting victim of 
EMF/Neurotech Crime on a 24-Hour Radiation Assault Watch, recording and 
reporting all Spectrum Assaults and sonic assaults on this person, using meters 
and detectors as noted above.

6) Scan Victim's Home: Send an EMF Detection team to reporting victim's home, 
so they can take scientific readings of incoming pulse radiation or sonic attacks at 



a variety of different times and locations inside the home over a 72-hour period.

7) Map the Cell-towers, Antennas, Satellites, Drones Near Home: Map the 
pattern of cell-towers and antennas surrounding the home. Map the satellites 
recorded over home and neighborhood. Map the presence and frequency of drones
over home and neighborhood.

8) Call for Diagnostic Testing, Toxicology & Forensics: Use DNA damage kits and
Live Blood Cell Analysis to detect radiation damage. Add testing for altered sugar
metabolism and detection of internal infections like Dysbiosis, Systemic Candida,
Scalp Candida, SIBO, SIFO, etc. Send reporting victim to Toxicology for forensic
analysis of nanotechnology lodged or self-assembling in body and brain. Research
and establish origins of nanotechnology

9) Call for Surgery: Send reporting victim to Surgery for the removal of all 
detected RFID implants, Bio-MEMs and others which can be removed. Retain all 
removed implants for the record.

10) Create a Detox & Support Regimen: Start the reporting victim on a Detox and 
Support Regimen using powerful natural detoxing and cleansing methods, while 
also providing a supportive atmosphere for the reporting victim to rest, recover, 
and rejuvenate post this criminal Mil/Intel/Electronic Enslavement ordeal.


